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a b s t r a c t
The Generalized Conjugate Residual (GCR) method with a variable preconditioning is an
efficient method for solving a large sparse linear system Ax = b. It has been clarified by
some numerical experiments that the Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) method is more
effective than Krylov subspace methods such as GCR and ILU(0) preconditioned GCR for
performing the variable preconditioning. However, SOR cannot be applied for performing
the variable preconditioning when solving such linear systems that the coefficient matrix
has diagonal entries of zero or is not square. Therefore, we propose a type of the
generalized SOR (GSOR)method. By numerical experiments on the singular linear systems,
we demonstrate that the variable preconditioned GCR using GSOR is effective.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let us consider the Krylov subspace (KS) method for solving a large sparse linear system
Ax = b, (1)
where A is an n× nmatrix, and the approximate solution x and the right-hand side vector b are n-vectors.
A preconditioning strategy is a means to enhance the convergence by transforming the original system (1). In a
conventional preconditioned KS algorithms, a preconditioner K is constructed such that K can be nearly equal to A (K ≈ A)
and K−1v can be computed easily, where v is a basis vector. An incomplete LU (ILU) factorization [1,2] is frequently used
for constructing the preconditioner K . This is a typical preconditioning based on the direct method. However, a variable
preconditioning in which different preconditioners can be applied at each iteration process has recently been proposed. The
FlexibleGeneralizedMinimal Residual (FGMRES [3]) and the recursive variant of GeneralizedMinimal Residual (GMRESR [4])
methods have been developed as an alternative to the Generalized Minimal RESidual (GMRES [5]) method in which the
preconditioning is variable. In FGMRES and GMRESR, the preconditioning is performed by obtaining an approximation to
A−1v instead of computing K−1v in the conventional algorithm. KS methods such as GMRES and ILU preconditioned GMRES
are used for obtaining the approximation to A−1v in FGMRES and GMRESR. Moreover, a variable preconditioned GCR [6]
(VPGCR) using the Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) method has been proposed in [7], and it has been reported that SOR is
more effective than the KSmethods for obtaining an approximation to A−1r , where r is a residual vector updated in the GCR
algorithm. However, SOR cannot be used for performing a variable preconditioning (VPGCR)method for solving the singular
linear system, where the coefficient matrix has diagonal entries of zero or is not square.
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Therefore, we reconsider the splitting of A, and propose a type of the generalized SOR (GSOR) method. Our proposed
GSORmethod is applied for obtaining the approximation of A−1r in VPGCR. By numerical experiments, we demonstrate the
efficiency of VPGCR using GSOR.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the outline of the GCR algorithm with the variable preconditioning is
described. In Section 3, we propose a type of GSOR which can be applied to linear systems, whose coefficient matrices
have diagonal entries of zero. By numerical experiments on such nonsingular linear systems, we confirm the feasibility
and efficiency of the proposed GSOR method as the variable preconditioning of GCR. Furthermore, in Section 4, through
numerical experiments on the singular linear system with rectangular matrices, we demonstrate the efficiency of VPGCR
using GSOR. Concluding remark is given in Section 5.
2. GCR method with a variable preconditioning
By multiplying left-hand side or right-hand side of the system (1) with K−1, we obtain the left preconditioned system
(K−1A)x = K−1b, (2)
and the right preconditioned system
(AK−1)(Kx) = b. (3)
In general, the preconditioned GCR (PGCR) algorithm can be derived from the right preconditioned system (3) and K−1r is
computed in the algorithm.
However, the variable preconditioning proposed in [3,4] is performed by obtaining an approximation to A−1r instead of
computing K−1r . In other words, Eq. (4) is roughly solved by an iterative method to a certain degree of accuracy.
Az = r. (4)
The variable preconditioned GCR(m) algorithm in [7] is described as follows:
Variable Preconditioned GCR(m) algorithm:
Let x0 be an initial guess.
repeat
set r0 = b− Ax0
roughly solve Az0 = r0 by using an iterative method to obtain z0
set p0 = z0, q0 = Ap0
for k = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1
αk = (rk, qk)/(qk, qk)
xk+1 = xk + αkpk, rk+1 = rk − αkqk
if ‖rk+1‖2/‖r0‖2 ≤ εTOL then stop
roughly solve Azk+1 = rk+1 by using an iterative method to obtain zk+1
βk,i = −(Azk+1, qi)/(qi, qi), i ≤ k
pk+1 = zk+1 +
k∑
i=0
βk,ipi, qk+1 = Azk+1 +
k∑
i=0
βk,iqi
end for
x0 = xm
end repeat
We call the iterative loops for solving the systems (1) and (4) the outer-loop and inner-loop, respectively.
We adopt the stopping criteria established in [7]. The following condition 1 is employed as the stopping criteria based
on the accuracy of approximation. Since the computational costs may become expensive if a very large number of iterations
are required for satisfying condition 1, the maximum number of iterations, i.e., condition 2 is also given.
Stopping criteria for inner-loop:
The inner-loop is stopped when either condition 1 or 2 is satisfied:
1. (A) ‖rk+1 − Az(l)k+1‖2/‖rk+1‖2 ≤ δ
(B) ‖z(l)k+1 − z(l−1)k+1 ‖∞/‖z(l)k+1‖∞ ≤ δ.
2. (The maximum number of iterations of the inner-loop l)= Nmax.
Here, z(l)k denotes the l-th approximation for computing Azk = rk at the k-th steps of the outer-loop.
Note that the VPGCR algorithm described above is equivalent to GMRES except using SOR for the inner-loop and the
stopping criteria 1 and 2.
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3. A type of GSOR method as a variable preconditioner
It has been reported in [7] by some numerical experiments that VPGCR(m) using SOR for the inner-loop is more effective
than that using GCR(m) and ILU preconditioned GCR(m). However, SOR cannot be applied to the inner-loop for solving the
singular linear system, where the coefficient matrix has diagonal entries of zero or is not square. Then in this section, we
discuss to propose a type of GSOR method for solving such singular linear systems.
3.1. A type of GSOR method
For the coefficient matrix in (1), we can set
A = D+ E + F
=

a11 0
. . .
. . .
0 ann
+

0 0
a21
. . .
. . .
. . .
an1 · · · ann−1 0
+

0 a12 · · · a1n
. . .
. . .
...
. . . an−1n
0 0

with D = diag(A), assuming det(A) 6= 0, and strictly lower and strictly upper triangular matrices E and F , respectively.
Then, SOR is written as
x(k+1) = (D+ ωE)−1{(1− ω)D− ωF}x(k) + ω(D+ ωE)−1b, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (5)
where x(k+1) denotes the k-th approximation solution in this section.
The splitting of the above A = D + E + F is popular for the usual SOR method, but it does not always restrict splitting
matrices E and F to be ‘strictly’ lower and ‘strictly’ upper triangular matrices (see the GSOR method in [8–10]).
Now, we consider a different splitting in the following:
A = (D+ T )+ E + (F − T )
=

a11 + t1 0
. . .
. . .
0 ann + tn
+

0 0
a21
. . .
. . .
. . .
an1 · · · ann−1 0
+

−t1 a12 · · · a1n
. . .
. . .
...
. . . an−1n
0 −tn
 , (6)
where a diagonal matrix T = diag(t1, t2, . . . , tn) satisfies the condition aii + ti 6= 0 for all i. Then by (6), the SOR iterative
matrix can be written as
MGω = {(D+ T )+ ωE}−1{(1− ω)(D+ T )− ω(F − T )}, (7)
and for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the formulas for each element arex˜
(k+1)
i =
1
aii + ti
(
bi −
i−1∑
j=1
aijx
(k+1)
j −
n∑
j=i+1
aijx
(k)
j + tix(k)i
)
,
x(k+1)i = x(k)i + ω(x˜(k+1)i − x(k)i ), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
(8)
Thus, we proposed a type of GSOR. In this paper, we refer to it as GSOR. When the coefficient matrix A has diagonal entries
of zero, 1/aii cannot be computed by the usual SOR algorithm. However, by assuming that aii + ti 6= 0, 1/(aii + ti) in (8) can
always be computed by our proposed GSOR algorithm. Therefore, our GSOR can be applied to a linear system, where the
coefficient matrix has diagonal entries of zero or is not square.
We can determine the several parameters ti of GSOR satisfying the condition aii+ti 6= 0. Though in this paper, we propose
the following three parameters ti.
ti = sgn(aii)× 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (9)
ti = sgn(aii)×max
j
|aij|, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (10)
ti = sgn(aii)×
n∑
i6=j
|aij|, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (11)
where sgn(aii) =
{
1 (aii ≥ 0),−1 (aii < 0).
GSOR with ti defined by (9)–(11) are abbreviated as GSOR(1), GSOR(max) and GSOR(Σ), respectively.
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Table 1
Specification of nonsingular matrices with diagonal entries of zero.
Matrix Dimension nnz entries nnz diagonal Distribution Type
cavity16 4 562× 4562 138187 3363 −2.49–8.53 Unsymmetric
e40r0000 17 281× 17 281 553956 12482 −2.49–8.53 Symmetric indefinite
nnz: the number of nonzero.
On the other hand, we can consider another type of splitting as follows:
A = (D+ T )+ (E − T )+ F , (12)
where a diagonal matrix T = diag(t1, t2, . . . , tn) satisfies the condition aii + (1− ω)ti 6= 0 for all i.
By (12), for k = 1, 2, . . . , n, the GSOR iteration can be written as
x(k+1) = {(D+ T )+ ω(E − T )}−1{(1− ω)(D+ T )− ωF}x(k) + ω{(D+ T )+ ω(E − T )}−1b,
and for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the formulas for each element are
x˜(k+1)i =
1
(aii + (1− ω)ti)
(
bi −
i−1∑
j=1
aijx
(k+1)
j −
n∑
j=i+1
aijx
(k)
j + tix(k)i
)
,
x(k+1)i = (1− ω)
aii + ti
aii + (1− ω)ti x
(k)
i + ωx˜(k+1)i , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
We may consider several types of GSOR. But in all numerical experiments of this paper, we only mention GSOR defined
by (8).
Remark 1. It is well known that the interval in which SOR converges is the open interval 0 < ω < 2 according to the
theorem of Kahan (cf. [11,12]). However, by using this theorem, we can show an interval in which GSOR can converge and
depends on the entries of thematrix T in (7). This implies that it is not necessary forω to have a value that lies in the interval
(0, 2).
For example, set aii = a and ti = t (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). Then, we can obtain the following relation:
n∏
i=1
(−λi) =
n∏
i=1
{
ω
(
1− t
a+ t
)
− 1
}
=
{
ω
(
a
a+ t
)
− 1
}n
,
where λi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are eigenvalues of the iterative matrixMGω in (7). Therefore, ρ(MGω) ≥ |ω{a/(a+ t)} − 1|, and
the interval of ω for the convergence is determined by 0 < ω < 2(a+ t)/a.
3.2. Numerical experiments on nonsingular systems with diagonal entries of zero
In this subsection, we present some numerical experiments on model problems with nonsingular matrices which has
diagonal entries of zero.
3.2.1. Computational condition
All the numerical experiments were carried out in double-precision floating-point arithmetic on a PC (Core Duo, 1.66
GHz, 0.99 GB RAM) with a Java 1.5.0 compiler. As examples of nonsingular matrices with diagonal entries of zero, we take
up matrices cavity16 and e40r0000 from Tim Davis’ Sparse Matrix Collection [13] and Matrix Market [14], respectively. We
display the dimension, the number of nonzero entries (abbreviated as ‘‘nnz entries’’), the number of nonzero diagonal entries
(abbreviated as ‘‘nnz diagonal’’), the distribution of values and the numerical symmetry property (referred to as ‘‘type’’) in
Table 1.
We compare the convergence among VPGCR(m)[GCR], VPGCR(m)[GSOR(1)], VPGCR(m) [GSOR(max)] and VPGCR(m)
[GSOR(Σ)]. In all solvers, VPGCR(m) was used for the outer-loop. GCR (without restart), GSOR(1), GSOR(max) and GSOR(Σ)
were applied to the system (4) for the inner-loop of VPGCR(m)[GCR], VPGCR(m)[GSOR(1)], VPGCR(m)[GSOR(max)] and
VPGCR[GSOR(Σ)], respectively. In all cases, the iterations of the inner-loop and outer-loop were started with 0, and the
right-hand side vector bwas given by substituting x∗ = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T into Ax∗. The stopping criterion of the outer-loopwas
‖rk+1‖2/‖r0‖2 ≤ δTOL = 1.0 × 10−10. Moreover, the stopping criterion of the inner-loop 1(A) was used for GCR and 1(B)
was used for GSOR. The parameters δ and Nmax were set at 1.0× 10−1.0 and 50, respectively. Since the inner loop does not
require sufficient precision, we chose a value for the parameter δ from among 1.0× 10−1.0, 1.0× 10−1.5 and 1.0× 10−2.0
such that the largest difference between the computation time for VPGCR(m) using GCR and that for VPGCR(m) using GSOR
was obtained. VPGCR(m) and GCR(m) were restarted every 50 iterations. The relaxation parameter ωwas set to the optimal
values in increments of 0.1. All solvers were stopped at 500 iterations if they did not converge.
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Fig. 1. Convergence history for the matrix cavity16.
Fig. 2. Convergence history for the matrix e40r0000.
Table 2
Numerical results for matrices cavity16 and e40r0000.
Solver [Preconditioning] cavity16 e40r0000
Iterations Time (s) Residual Iterations Time (s) Residual
GCR(50)[diag] Ď – 2.906E−8 Ď – 5.782E−8
VPGCR(50)[GCR] 35 (1720) 12.167 8.297E−11 93 (4635) 128.224 6.858E−11
VPGCR(50)[SOR(1)] 122 (1243) 3.777 (1.7) 7.352E−11 348 (4791) 53.208 (1.8) 7.777E−11
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(1)] 92 (1017) 3.005 (2.0) 9.346E−11 354 (4224) 49.073 (2.0) 9.993E−11
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(max)] 37 (397) 1.172 (3.5) 6.470E−11 455 (5502) 63.969 (3.6) 9.709E−11
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(Σ)] 100 (1143) 3.443 (2.6) 8.214E−11 Ď – (2.0) 3.351E−9
3.2.2. Numerical results
The convergence history for matrices cavity16 and e40r0000 are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The plots show
the number of iterations (on the horizontal axis) versus the relative residual 2-norms (‖rk‖2/‖r0‖2) (on the vertical axis).
Table 2 shows the number of iterations of the outer-loop required for successful convergence (the total number of
iterations of the inner-loop), the computation time (the value of the relaxation parameterω used in GSOR) and the explicitly
computed residual norm (‖b − Axk‖2/‖b − Ax0‖2), which are abbreviated as ‘‘Iterations’’, ‘‘Time (s)’’ and ‘‘Residual’’,
respectively.
From Table 2 and Figs. 1 and 2, we can observe the following: VPGCR(50) using GSOR is more effective than that of using
GCR. In the case of cavity16, the computation time for VPGCR(50) using GSOR(max) and that for VPGCR(50) using GCR are
1.172 s and 12.167 s, respectively. Furthermore, in the case of e40r0000, the computation time for VPGCR(50) using GSOR(1)
and for VPGCR(50) using GCR are 49.073 s and 128.224 s, respectively. From these results, we could confirm that GSOR can
be applied to the nonsingular system although usual SOR cannot be applied because the coefficient matrix has diagonal
entries of zero. We also showed that GSOR is effective for the inner-loop of VPGCR(m). In subsequent section, we apply to
the singular linear system.
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Table 3
Specification of rectangular matrices.
Matrix Dimension nnz entries nnz diagonal Distribution
lp-maros-r7 3 136× 9408 144848 3136 −1.0–1.0
lp-maros-r7T 9 408× 3136 144848 3136 −1.0–1.0
cavity16(-200c) 4 562× 4362 135125 3219 −2.49–8.53
cavity16(-200r) 4 362× 4562 134593 3219 −2.49–8.53
e40r0000(-250c) 17 281× 17 031 549788 12340 −2.49–8.53
e40r0000(-250r) 17 031× 17 281 549788 12340 −2.49–8.53
4. Numerical experiments for singular linear systems
In this section, we present some numerical experiments on model problems with rectangular matrices. A˜, x˜ and b˜ stand
for anm× n (m 6= n) rectangular coefficient matrix, an n-vector and anm-vector, respectively. Now, let us consider to solve
A˜x˜ = b˜. (13)
4.1. Computational condition
We solved the linear systems, where the coefficient matrices are lp-maros-r7, lp-maros-r7T, cavity16(-200c), cavity16
(-200r), e40r0000(-250c) and e40r0000(-250r). Thematrix lp-maros-r7 was taken from Tim Davis’ Sparse Matrix Collection
[13], and the matrix lp-maros-r7T is a transposed matrix of lp-maros-r7. Moreover, the matrices cavity16(-200c) and
cavity16(-200r) are submatrices of cavity16 formed by column 1, 2, . . . , 4362 and by row 1, 2, . . . , 4362, respectively. The
matrices e40r0000(-250c) and e40r0000(-250r) are also submatrices of e40r0000 formed by column1, 2, . . . , 17 031 and by
row 1, 2, . . . , 17 031, respectively.We display the dimension, the number of nonzero entries (abbreviated as ‘‘nnz entries’’),
the number of nonzero diagonal entries (abbreviated as ‘‘nnz diagonal’’) and the distribution of values in Table 3.
By VPGCR(m), we solve a column-padded or row-padded n× n linear system
Ax = b, (14)
instead of the system (13), where A, x and b are defined as follows: In the case of m ≥ n, (m − n) zero column vectors are
appended to the right side of the matrix A˜ to obtain a square singular matrix A, x and b are defined as follows:
A =
[
A˜ O
]
, x =
[
x˜
0
]
, b = b˜.
In the case ofm ≤ n, (n−m) zero row vectors are appended to the bottom of matrix A˜ to obtain a square singular matrix A,
and x and b are defined as follows:
A =
[
A˜
O
]
, x = x˜, b =
[
b˜
0
]
.
These padded linear systems are shown in [15]. VPGCR(m) can be applied to the above padded linear systems.
We compared the convergence amongCGLS[diag], CR-LS(1)[diag], GCR(50)[diag], VPGCR(50)[GCR], VPGCR(50)[GSOR(1)],
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(max)] and VPGCR(50)[GSOR(Σ)].
CGLS[diag] denotes the left preconditioned conjugate gradient least squares (CGLS) [16] method applied to the linear
system (2) with A = A˜, x = x˜, b = b˜ and K−1 = {diag(A˜T A˜)}−1A˜T . Moreover, CR-LS(1)[diag] applies the Orthomin(1)
method to the system (3) with A = A˜, x = x˜, b = b˜ and K−1 = A˜T {diag(A˜A˜T )}−1. This is equivalent to the CR-LS(1) method
proposed in [17] with the assumption that mapping matrix B is set as K−1 (cf. [18]). VPGCR(m)[GCR], VPGCR(m)[GSOR(1)],
VPGCR(m)[GSOR(max)] and VPGCR(m)[GSOR(Σ)] were already defined in Section 3.2.
VPGCR(m) and GCR(m) were restarted every 50 iterations. The relaxation parameter ω was set to the optimal values in
increments of 0.1.
VPGCR(50)[GCR], VPGCR(50)[GSOR(1)], VPGCR(50)[GSOR(max)] and VPGCR(50) [GSOR(Σ)] were stopped at 500
iterations if they did not converge. The iteration of CGLS[diag], CR-LS(1)[diag] and GCR(50)[diag] continues untill 10 000.
Table 4 shows the solving linear systems for the outer-loop, the solvers used for the outer-loop, the preconditioner applied
to the outer-loop, the solving linear systems for the inner-loop and the solvers used for the inner-loop.
4.2. Numerical results
In this section, we show numerical results for rectangular matrices displayed in Table 3. In the case of m ≤ n,
GSOR(max) and GSOR(Σ) cannot be defined, because of maxj |aij| = ∑ni6=j |aij| = 0 (i > m). So, VPGCR[GSOR(max)] and
VPGCR[GSOR(Σ)] were omitted from the numerical experiments.
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Table 4
Solving linear systems, solvers and preconditioners for the outer-loop and inner-loop.
Solver[Preconditioning] Outer-loop Inner-loop
System Solver Preconditioner System Solver
CGLS[diag] K−1A˜x˜ = K−1b˜ CG {diag(A˜T A˜)}−1A˜T – –
CR-LS(1)[diag] (A˜K−1)(Kx˜) = b˜ Orthomin(1) A˜T {diag(A˜A˜T )}−1 – –
GCR(50)[diag] (AK−1)(Kx) = b GCR(50) {diag(A)}−1 – –
VPGCR(50)[GCR] (AK−1)(Kx) = b GCR(50) Variable Az = r GCR
VPGCR(50)[SOR(1)] (AK−1)(Kx) = b GCR(50) Variable Aˆz = r SOR(1)
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(1)] (AK−1)(Kx) = b GCR(50) Variable Az = r GSOR(1)
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(max)] (AK−1)(Kx) = b GCR(50) Variable Az = r GSOR(max)
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(Σ)] (AK−1)(Kx) = b GCR(50) Variable Az = r GSOR(Σ)
Fig. 3. Convergence history for the matrix lp-maros-r7T.
Fig. 4. Convergence history for the matrix lp-maros-r7.
4.2.1. Numerical results for matrices lp-maros-r7T and lp-maros-r7
The convergence history for matrices lp-maros-r7T and lp-maros-r7 are displayed in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The plots
show the number of iterations (on the horizontal axis) versus the relative residual 2-norms (‖rk‖2/‖r0‖2)(on the vertical
axis).
Table 5 shows the number of iterations of the outer-loop required for successful convergence (the total number of
iterations of the inner-loop), the computation time (the value of the relaxation parameterω used in GSOR) and the explicitly
computed residual norm (‖b − Axk‖2/‖b − Ax0‖2), which are abbreviated as ‘‘Iterations’’, ‘‘Time (s)’’ and ‘‘Residual’’,
respectively.
From Table 5 and Figs. 3 and 4, we can observe that in the case of lp-maros-r7T, VPGCR(50)[GSOR(1)] and CR-LS(1)[diag]
require almost the same number of iterations. These results indicate that VPGCR(50) works efficiently when our proposed
GSOR is used: however, the computation time of the solvers with the inner-loop such as VPGCR(50)[GCR], VPGCR(50)
[GSOR(1)], VPGCR(50)[GSOR(max)] and VPGCR(50)[GSOR(Σ)] is longer than that of the solvers without the inner-loop
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Table 5
Numerical results for matrices lp-maros-r7T and lp-maros-r7.
Solver[Preconditioning] lp-maros-r7T lp-maros-r7
Iterations Time (s) Residual Iterations Time (s) Residual
CGLS[diag] 21 0.110 5.595E−11 18 0.094 5.597E−11
CR-LS(1)[diag] 19 0.109 4.900E−11 21 0.110 5.150E−11
GCR(50)[diag] 40 0.469 9.570E−11 39 0.464 6.935E−11
VPGCR(50)[GCR] 9 (50) 0.734 5.417E−11 9 (48) 0.755 5.237E−11
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(1)] 5 (18) 0.167 (2.1) 8.460E−11 6 (54) 0.255 (1.3) 5.157E−11
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(max)] 5 (21) 0.172 (1.7) 6.451E−11 / / /
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(Σ)] 4 (27) 0.188 (2.3) 6.468E−11 / / /
Fig. 5. Convergence history for the matrix cavity16(-200c).
Fig. 6. Convergence history for the matrix cavity16(-200r).
such as CGLS[diag], CR-LS(1)[diag] and GCR(50)[diag]. In this case, the optimal parameter ω was 2.1. This indicates that
the interval of ω in which GSOR converges is different from that of the usual SOR method.
4.2.2. Numerical results for matrices cavity16(-200c) and cavity16(-200r)
The convergence history for matrices cavity16(-200c) and cavity16(-200r) are displayed in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.
The plots show the number of iterations (on the horizontal axis) versus the relative residual 2-norms (‖rk‖2/‖r0‖2)(on the
vertical axis).
Table 6 shows the number of iterations of the outer-loop required for successful convergence (the total number of
iterations of the inner-loop), the computation time (the value of the relaxation parameterω used in GSOR) and the explicitly
computed residual norm (‖b − Axk‖2/‖b − Ax0‖2), which are abbreviated as ‘‘Iterations’’, ‘‘Time (s)’’ and ‘‘Residual’’,
respectively. ‘‘Ď’’ means that the solver did not converge at the maximum number of iterations.
From Table 6 and Figs. 5 and 6, we can observe that VPGCR(50) using GSOR is most efficient. Especially, in the case of
cavity16(-200c), VPGCR(50) using GSOR only converged and VPGCR(50) using GSOR(1) is more efficient than that using
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Table 6
Numerical results for matrices cavity16(-200c) and cavity16(-200r).
Solver[Preconditioning] cavity16(-200c) cavity16(-200r)
Iterations Time (s) Residual Iterations Time (s) Residual
CGLS[diag] Ď – 3.167E−7 Ď – 1.013E−5
CR-LS(1)[diag] Ď – 1.946E−2 Ď – 3.209E−2
GCR(50)[diag] Ď – 1.860E−3 8440 55.312 9.995E−11
VPGCR(50)[GCR] Ď – 1.694E−3 35 (1735) 12.255 7.198E−11
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(1)] 75 (851) 2.432 (2.0) 8.535E−11 71 (792) 2.286 (2.0) 7.681E−11
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(max)] 33 (357) 1.031 (3.5) 8.656E−11 / / /
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(Σ)] 99 (1227) 3.510 (2.6) 8.144E−11 / / /
Ď: No convergence.
Fig. 7. Convergence history for the matrix e40r0000(-250c).
Fig. 8. Convergence history for the matrix e40r0000(-250r).
GSOR(max) and that using GSOR(Σ). On the other hand, the solvers without the inner-loop such as CGLS[diag], CR-
LS(1)[diag] and GCR(50)[diag] stagnated. In the case of cavity16(-200r), the computation time of VPGCR(50)[GSOR(max)] is
2.286 s and this is shortest.
4.2.3. Numerical results for matrices e40r0000(-250c) and e40r0000(-250r)
The convergence history for matrices e40r0000(-250c) and e40r0000(-250r) are displayed in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.
The plots show the number of iterations (on the horizontal axis) versus the relative residual 2-norms (‖rk‖2/‖r0‖2)(on the
vertical axis).
Table 7 shows the number of iterations of the outer-loop required for successful convergence (the total number of
iterations of the inner-loop), the computation time (the value of the relaxation parameterω used in GSOR) and the explicitly
computed residual norm (‖b − Axk‖2/‖b − Ax0‖2), which are abbreviated as ‘‘Iterations’’, ‘‘Time (s)’’ and ‘‘Residual’’,
respectively. ‘‘Ď’’ means that the solver did not converge at the maximum number of iterations.
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Table 7
Numerical results for matrices e40r0000(-250c) and e40r0000(-250r).
Solver[Preconditioning] e40r0000(-250c) e40r0000(-250r)
Iterations Time (s) Residual Iterations Time (s) Residual
CGLS[diag] Ď – 1.052E−3 Ď – 1.097E−3
CR-LS(1)[diag] Ď – 3.829E−2 Ď – 1.111E−1
GCR(50)[diag] Ď – 2.719E−3 Ď – 2.877E−4
VPGCR(50)[GCR] Ď – 7.483E−4 66 (3283) 90.739 7.011E−11
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(1)] 328 (3887) 44.620 (2.1) 9.847E−11 313 (3771) 43.245 (2.1) 9.842E−11
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(max)] 321 (4149) 46.765 (3.7) 9.143E−11 / / /
VPGCR(50)[GSOR(Σ)] Ď – (3.7) 8.614E−9 / / /
Ď: No convergence.
From Table 7 and Figs. 7 and 8, we can observe that in the case of e40r0000(-250c), VPGCR(50) using GSOR(1) and that
using GSOR(max) only converged, and in the case of e40r0000(-250r), the computation time for VPGCR(50) using GSOR(1)
is 43.245 s and this is shortest.
5. Concluding remarks
We reconsidered the splitting of A, and proposed a type of GSOR, which can be applied to the inner-loop of VPGCR(m)
for solving such linear systems that the coefficient matrix has diagonal entries of zero or is not square. Through numerical
experiments, we demonstrated the feasibility and the efficiency of our proposed GSOR method which is applied to the
inner-loop of VPGCR(m). Furthermore, the numerical results of the singular linear system show that VPGCR(m) using GSOR
is effective for such problems that CGLS[diag], CR-LS(1)[diag], GCR(50)[diag] and VPGCR(50)[GCR] stagnate. Hence, we
conclude that VPGCR(m) usingGSORworks efficiently. As a future study,wewill further investigate the effect of the selection
of parameters ti and ω of GSOR on the convergence performance.
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